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Conditions which guarantee the uniform convergence of random iterations of
holomorphic contractions on unbounded domains in complex Hausdorff locally
convex and sequentially complete topological vector spaces are established. Also,
conditions concerning the convergence of random iterations of weaker contractions
in Hausdorff uniform spaces are given. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The motivation for the study of the unsolved questions concerning the
behaviour of iterations and random iterations comes from fixed point
theory, the theory of differential equations, functional equations, numeri-
cal analysis, perturbation theory, fractal geometry, computer graphics,
population biology, etc. Also, mathematical models for phenomena in
natural sciences often lead to iteration. We refer the reader to the classical
papers of Fatou, Julia, Mandelbrot, Ritt, Denjoy, Wolff, Heins, and Val-
Ž w x.iron, as well as works and monographs see 1]14, 17]26, 28]36, 38]50 .
This paper concerns new conditions which guarantee the uniform conver-
gence of random iterations of holomorphic contractions on unbounded
domains in complex Hausdorff locally convex and sequentially complete
topological vector spaces and the convergence of random iterations of
weaker contractions in Hausdorff uniform spaces.
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2. RANDOM ITERATIONS OF HOLOMORPHIC
CONTRACTIONS IN COMPLEX LOCALLY
CONVEX SPACES
Let E be a complex Hausdorff locally convex and sequentially complete
Žtopological vector space with calibration G i.e., with a collection G of
continuous seminorms p on E which induce the locally convex topology
.on E .
Ž .Let G be a G-unbounded domain an open and connected set con-
‘Ž .tained in E. Denote by H G the space of holomorphic maps g : G “ C
 < Ž . < 4 ‘Ž .such that sup g x : x g G - q‘. Then H G is a normed vector space
5 5  < Ž . < 4 ‘Ž .with respect to the norm g s sup g x : x g G . Denote by H G * its
‘Ž .topological dual space. The evaluation map f : G “ H G * is defined by
Ž .Ž . Ž . ‘Ž .f x g s g x for x g G and g g H G .
The following fact holds.
‘Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1. The map f : G “ H G * is holomorphic in G and
f9 x ¤ g s g 9 x ¤ for x , ¤ g G = E, g g H‘ G . 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Proof. Let x g G be arbitrary and fixed and let B be a balanced
 < < 4neighbourhood of zero of the form B s ¤ g E: x q l¤ g G, l F 1 . If
 < < 4¤ g B, then x q l¤ : l F 1 is a compact subset of G and hence there
 < < 4 Žexists R ) 1 such that x q l¤ : l F R ; G. By holomorphy, f x q
.Ž . Ž . ‘ Ž .Ž . ‘Ž .¤ g s g x q ¤ s Ý P ¤ g , g g H G , where, for every posi-ms 0 m , x
tive integer m,
1 g x q l¤Ž .
‘P ¤ g s dl, g g H G .Ž . Ž . Ž .Hm , x mq12p i l< <l sR
< Ž .Ž . < 5 5 ym ‘Ž .From the above we obtain P ¤ g F g R , g g H G , where, bym , x
5 5  < Ž . < 4 5 Ž .5definition, g s sup g y : y g G - q‘ and, consequently, P ¤m , x
ym 5 Ž . n Ž .5F R , m g N. Now, let us observe that f x q ¤ y Ý P ¤ sms 0 m , x
 <w Ž . n Ž .xŽ . < 5 5 ‘Ž .4sup f x q ¤ y Ý P ¤ g : g F 1, g g H G sm s 0 m , x
 < ‘ Ž .Ž . < 5 5 ‘Ž .4 ‘  < Ž .Ž . <sup Ý P ¤ g : g F 1, g g H G F Ý sup P ¤ g :ms nq1 m , x msnq1 m , x
5 5 ‘Ž .4 ‘ 5 Ž .5 ‘ ym Žg F 1, g g H G s Ý P ¤ F Ý R . Hence f x qms nq1 m , x msnq1
. ‘ Ž .¤ s Ý P ¤ for each ¤ g B. Thus f is holomorphic and, moreover,ms 0 m , x
Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .the formula f9 x ¤ g s P ¤ g s g 9 x ¤ for x, ¤ g G = E, g g1, x
‘Ž . Ž .H G , holds, proving 2.1 .
Let a : G = E “ R be a continuous map of the formG q
a x , ¤ s f9 x ¤ , x , ¤ g G = E, 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G
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and let r be the integrated form of a , i.e.,G G
1
r a, b s inf L g , L g s a g t , g 9 t dt , 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .HG G
g 0
for all a, b g G, where the infimum is taken over all piecewise C1-curves
² : Ž . Ž . Ž .g : 0, 1 “ G with g 0 s a, g 1 s b and L g is the length of the curve
g . The map r is pseudo-metric on G. We call a the infinitesimalG G
Caratheodory]Reiffen]Finsler pseudo-metric on G and r theÂ G
Caratheodory]Reiffen]Finsler pseudo-metric on G. We use the terminol-Â
w xogy from 41, 16, 23, 15, 27, 37 .
The following proposition gives additional information about r .G
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let G be a G-unbounded domain contained in a
complex Hausdorff locally con¤ex and sequentially complete topological ¤ector
‘Ž .space E with calibration G. If g is injecti¤e for some g g H G or f is
Ž .injecti¤e, then G, r is a metric space.G
< Ž . Ž . <Proof. We first observe that f is injective because g x y g y s
<w Ž . Ž .xŽ . < 5 Ž . Ž .5 5 5 Ž . Ž .f x y f y g F f x y f y g . By 2.2 and 2.3 , it is also easy
to see that
1
f x y f y s f9 g t g 9 t dt F L g 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
0
1 ² : Ž . Ž .for each piecewise C -curve g : 0, 1 “ G with g 0 s x, g 1 s y in G.
Ž . Ž . 5 Ž . Ž .5A further consequence of 2.4 and 2.3 is the inequality f x y f y
Ž .F r x, y , x, y g G, and, from the injectivity of f we get the assertion.G
Let G be a G-unbounded domain contained in E. We say that the set
D ; G lies strictly inside G if there exists a neighbourhood W of the
origin in E such that D q W ; G.
We say that the subset D of G is r -bounded ifG
M s sup r x , y : x g D - ‘. 2.5 4Ž . Ž .D G
What follows characterizes some r -bounded subsets of G.G
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let G be a G-unbounded domain contained in a
complex Hausdorff locally con¤ex and sequentially complete topological ¤ector
space E with calibration G. Let a subset D of G be G-bounded and lie strictly
inside G. If one of the following conditions hold:
Ž .a G is con¤ex,
Ž . Ž .b D is star-shaped in particular, con¤ex ,
Ž .c D is connected and contained in a compact subset of G, then D is
r -bounded.G
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Ž . Ž . ŽProof. a We observe that co D co stands for the convex hull
.operator also lies strictly inside G, and M F M . Let r g G be suchD coŽD .
 Ž . 4 ‘Ž . 5 5that V s z: p z F 1 ; W. Let g g H G with g F 1. If h g E and
Ž . Ž . Ž .p h / 0, then hrp h g V and, for u g co D , by the Cauchy integral
formula,
h lhy1 y2g 9 u s 2p i g u q l dl F sup g ¤ F 1.Ž . Ž . Ž .H ž /p h p hŽ . Ž .< <l s1 ¤gG
Therefore
g 9 u h F p h for all h g E and u g co D . 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . ² : Ž .Next, for any x, y g co D , there exists g : 0, 1 “ co D defined by the
Ž . Ž . Ž .formula g t s tx q 1 y t y and, by 2.3 , we get
1 1
L g s a g t , g 9 t dt s f9 tx q 1 y t y y y x dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H HG
0 0
² :F sup f9 tx q 1 y t y y y x : t g 0, 1 . 2.7 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
But
f9 u hŽ . Ž .
‘ 5 5s sup f9 u h g : g g H G , g F 1 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
‘ 5 5s sup g 9 u h : g g H G , g F 1 , u , ¤ g G = E. 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2.8Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .  < w Ž . xŽ . <From 2.6 ] 2.8 it follows that L g F sup g 9 tx q 1 y t y y y x : t g
² : ‘Ž . 5 5 4 Ž .  Ž0, 1 , g g H G , g F 1 F p y y x . Consequently, M F sup p y yD
. 4x : x, y g D - q‘.
Ž .  Ž . 4b Let r g G be such that V s z: p z F 1 ; W. If D is star-shaped
with respect to ¤ g D, then, for any x g D, i s 1, 2, there exist g :i i
² : Ž . Ž .0, 1 “ D defined by the formulae g t s t¤ q 1 y t x , i s 1, 2, and,i i
by the assumptions and the definition of r , for x , x g D, we getG 1 2
Ž . 2 Ž . 2 Ž .  Ž .r x , x F Ý L g F Ý p ¤ y x . Hence M F sup L g qG 1 2 is1 i is1 i D 1
Ž . 4  Ž . 4L g : x , x g D F 2 ? sup p x y y : x, y g D - q‘.2 1 2
Ž .  Ž . 4c There exists a, b g D such that M s sup r x, y : x, y g D sD G
Ž .  Ž . 4r a, b . Let r g G be such that V s z: p z F 1 ; W. Because D isG
Ž . Ž .connected, there exist k g N and g t s tu q 1 y t u , i s 1, . . . , k,i i iq1
such that u g D for i s 1, . . . , k q 1, a s u , and b s u , u , u g Ui 1 kq1 i iq1 i
< <for i s 1, . . . , k y 1 and U l U / B iff i y j F 1, u g U l U fori j i iy1 i
i s 2, . . . , k y 1 and U s u q V ; G for i s 1, . . . , k. Consequently, Mi i D
 Ž . 4F k ? sup p x y y : x, y g D - q‘.
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The central fact of this section is
THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a G-unbounded domain contained in a complex
Hausdorff locally con¤ex and sequentially complete topological ¤ector space E
with calibration G. Suppose that a subset D of G is G-bounded, r -boundedG
 Ž . Ž . 4and lies strictly inside G. Let H s f g Hol G, E : f G ; D . Then, forG, D
 4each sequence f from H , there exists a point w g G such that then G, D
 4sequence F , F s f ( f ( ??? ( f , n g N, con¤erges to the constant mapn n 1 2 n
x ‹ w G uniformly on G.
Maps belonging to the family H are called holomorphic contractions.G, D
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that 0 g D.
 4Let f , f g H , n g N, be an arbitrary and fixed sequence andn n G, D
denote F s f ( f ( ??? ( f , n g N.n 1 2 n
Ž .  Ž . 4 Ž .Let p D s sup p x y y : x, y g D , p g G. For p g G, let M s p Dp
Ž . Ž .if p D / 0, and M s 1 if p D s 0. We first show thatp
p f x y f y F M f x y f y for all x , y g G, p g G.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n p
2.9Ž .
In fact, if x, y g G and p g G are arbitrary and fixed, we observe that, by
the Hahn]Banach theorem, for some l g E*,
< <l f x y f y s p f x y f y and l u F p uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n
for all ugE. 2.10Ž .
Thus, if g is a map defined by the formulan
1
g u s l ( f u , 2.11Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n nMp
Ž .then we obtain because 0 g D :
‘ 5 5g g H G , g F 1, 2.12Ž . Ž .n n
and, moreover,
5 5g x y g y s f x y f y g F f x y f y g .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n
2.13Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Estimate 2.9 follows directly from 2.10 ] 2.13 .
Let G, G ; E be domains and let K : G “ E be a holomorphic map1
Ž .such that K G ; G . Next, we show that1
a K x , K 9 x ¤ F a x , ¤ , x , ¤ g G = E. 2.14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G G1
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‘Ž . ‘Ž . ‘Ž .Indeed, K induces a map H K : H G “ H G by the formula1
‘Ž .Ž . ‘Ž . ‘Ž .H K h s h( K, h g H G , and H K is linear continuous and1
5 ‘Ž .5 ‘Ž . ‘Ž . ‘Ž .H K F 1. The adjoint map H K *: H G * “ H G * is also linear1
5 ‘Ž . 5 ‘Ž . ‘Ž .continuous and H K * F 1. If f : G “ H G * and c : G “ H G *1 1
are the respective evaluation maps, then the diagram
f
‘6 Ž .G H G *
6 6
‘Ž .H K *K
c
‘6 Ž .G H G *1 1
commutes. It follows at once that
5 5a K x , K 9 x ¤ s c 9 K x K 9 x ¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .G1
5 ‘ 5s H K * f9 x ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
5 5F f9 x ¤ s a x , ¤ , x , ¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G
g G = E,
Ž .i.e., 2.14 holds.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .The set f G y f G is absorbed by W because f G y f G isn n n n
. w Ž . Ž .xG-bounded and thus there exists d ) 0 such that d f G y f G ; W.n n
Hence, if a g G is arbitrary and fixed, the map K defined by the formulan
Ž . Ž . w Ž . Ž .xK x s f x q d f x y f a , x g G, is a holomorphic map of G inton n n n
Ž . Ž . X Ž . Ž . XŽ . Ž .G, K a s f a and K a s 1 q d f a . This, by 2.14 , impliesn n n n
w Ž . X Ž . x Ž .a K a ; K a ¤ F a a; ¤ , ¤ g E, andG n n G
Xa f a ; f a ¤ F l ? a a; ¤ , ¤ g E, 2.15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G n n G
Ž .y1where l s 1 q d - 1.
Ž .Let r be the integrated form of a defined by 2.3 . Because f (g isG G n
1 Ž . Ž . Ž .a piecewise C -curve in G from f a to f b , inequalities 2.15 yieldn n
² :a f (g t ; f (g 9 t F l ? a g t ; g 9 t for all t g 0, 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G n n G
2.16Ž .
Ž . ² : Ž .Integrating 2.16 on both sides against t g 0, 1 , in virtue of 2.3 , we
get
r f a , f b s inf L f (gŽ . Ž . Ž .G n n n
g
F l ? inf L g s l ? r a, b , a, b g G. 2.17Ž . Ž . Ž .G
g
Ž . Ž . Ž .From 2.9 , 2.4 , and 2.3 it follows that
p f x y f y F M r x , y for all x , y g G, p g G. 2.18Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n p G
Ž .Now, assume that n, m g N, p g G, and b g G. Then, using 2.18 ,
Ž . Ž .2.17 , and 2.5 , because the class of holomorphic maps has the composi-
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tion property, we obtain
ny1 ny1p F a y F b F M ? l ? r f a , f b F M ? M ? l ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n p G n n p D
2.19Ž .
ny1p F a y F b F M ? l ? r f a , f ( f ( ??? ( f bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n nqm p G n n nq1 nqm
F M ? M ? lny1. 2.20Ž .p D
Ž .  Ž .4Therefore, from 2.20 , for b s a, it follows that the sequence F a is an
Ž .G-Cauchy sequence and because E is sequentially complete and F a qn
 Ž .4W ; G, there exists w g G such that F a converges to w. Next,n
Ž . w Ž . x w Ž . x ny1Inequality 2.19 implies p F b y w F p F a y w q M ? M ? l ,n n p D
b g G. Consequently,
; ; ’ ; ; p F b y w - « ;Ž .n
pgG «)0 n gN nGn bgG0 0
 4i.e., the sequence F converges to w G uniformly on G.n
Remark 2.1. Various conditions guaranteeing the uniform convergence
to constant maps of random iterations of holomorphic self-maps of do-
n w xmains in C and C appears in 1, 2, 20]22, 25, 26, 30, 50 . In these papers
the authors used, for instance, the Riemann mapping theorem, the adapta-
tion of Henrici's technique, the Wolff]Denjoy theorem, the properties of
Ž . Ž z, w .the modulus of equicontinuity, the inequality K z, w G K sG BŽ z, R.
Ž < <v 0, w y z rR, z, w g G, where G is bounded, K is the KobayashiG
distance of G, v denotes the Poincare distance on the unit disc in C, andÂ
Ž .  n 5 5 4G ; B x, R s w g C : w y x - R . Our proof presented above differs
from those given by the above mentioned authors.
Ž .EXAMPLES 2.1. a The assumption that E is sequentially complete is
necessary. Indeed, let E s c be the normed space of all sequences‘
Ž .x s x , x , . . . , x , . . . of complex numbers having only a finite number of1 2 n
5 5 < <non-vanishing terms, with norm x s max x . This normed space is notnn
 5 5 4a Banach space. Let G s x g c : x - 1 , and let f : G “ G be defined‘ n
by the formulae,
f : x , x , . . . , x , x , x , x , . . .Ž .n 1 2 ny2 ny1 n nq1
“ 2y1A x , x , . . . , x , x , x , x , . . .Ž .n 1 2 ny2 n ny1 nq1
where A s 1 y ny2 for n G 2 andn
f : x , x , . . . “ 2y1 x , x , . . . .Ž . Ž .1 1 2 1 2
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Ž . y1Then the maps f are uniformly bounded because f G ; 2 G s D,n n
n g N, and D q W ; G for some neighbourhood W of the origin, and
F s f ( f ( ??? ( f : x , x , x , . . . “ 4y1l x , x , x , . . . ,Ž . Ž .n 1 2 n 1 2 3 n n 1 2
where
n 1 ? 3 2 ? 4 n y 1 n q 1 n q 1Ž . Ž .
l s A s ? ? ??? ? s ,Łn m 2 2 2 2n2 3 nms2
n G 2, and lim l s 2y1 .n
n“‘
Consequently, F “ F wheren
F : x , x , x , x , . . . “ 8y1 0, x , x , x , . . . .Ž . Ž .1 2 3 4 1 2 3
Thus F is non-constant, F is a biholomorphic map of G into 8y1 G.
Ž .b The assumption that D is G-bounded is necessary. Indeed, let
 < < 4E s C, G s z g C: Im z - 1 , and let f : G “ G be defined by then
Ž . Ž . y1Ž . Ž . y1formula f z s f z s 2 z q 1 , n g N. Then f G s 2 G s D andn n
1 < < 4  Ž .4D is not bounded but D q W ; G for W s z g C: z - , F an4
converges to 1 f G for all a g G.
Ž .c The existence of W is necessary. Indeed, let E be a complex
1 n 5 5 4 Ž . Ž .Banach space, G s x g E: - x - 1 , f x s y1 x, n g N. Thenn2
Ž .  4  Ž .4f G s G s D, and D is bounded, D q W ; G only for W s 0 , F an n
diverges for all a g G.
Ž . Ž .d The assumption that H is uniformly bounded; i.e., f G ; D,G, D n
n g N, and D q W ; G for some neighbourhood W of the origin, is
necessary. Indeed, let E be a complex Banach space, G the open unit ball
Ž . Ž . y1in E, f x s A x, n G 2, and f x s 2 x. Here A , n G 2, are definedn n 1 n
Ž .  4in a . Then the maps of the sequence f do not satisfy the conditionsn
Ž .f G ; D and D q W ; G for any n g N and some neighbourhood W ofn
y1 Ž . y1the origin, F s f ( f ( ??? ( f : G “ 2 l G, F “ F, and F G s 4 G;n 1 2 n n n
i.e., F is not constant. Let us observe here that each f , n g N, has then
same unique fixed point in G.
THEOREM 2.2. Let H be as in Theorem 2.1 and assume that r is aG, D G
Ž . Ž . Ž .metric on G. i If f , f g H and f w s w, f w s w for n g N andn G, D n n n
 4 Ž .  4if f con¤erges G, r uniformly to f on G, then w con¤erges to w inn G n
Ž . Ž . Ž .  4G, r . ii Let f , f g H , let f w s w for n g N, and let fG n G, D n n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .con¤erge G, r uniformly to f on G. If w “ w or f w “ w in G, r ,G n n G
then w is a fixed point of f.
Ž .Proof. i By uniformity,
; ’ ; r f w , w - « .Ž .Ž .G n
«)0 n gN nGn0 0
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Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . . Ž .Because r w , w F r f w , f w q r f w , w , therefore, by 2.17 ,G n G n n n G n
y1




; ’ ’ ; r w , w - 1 y l « ,Ž . Ž .G n
«)0 0-l-1 n gN nGn0 0
as required.
Ž .ii We have
; ’ ; ; r f w , f w - «. 2.21Ž . Ž . Ž .ŽG n m m
«)0 n gN nGn mgN0 0
If w “ w; i.e.,n
; ’ ; r w , w - « , 2.22Ž . Ž .G n
«)0 n gN nGn0 0
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .then, by 2.17 , there exists 0 - l - 1 such that r w, f w F r w, wG G n
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .q r f w , f w q r f w , f w F 1 q l r w , w q r f w ,G n n n G n G n G n n
Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .f w , and from by 2.21 and 2.22 we obtain f w s w.n
Ž .Let now f w “ w, i.e.,n
; ’ ; r f w , w - « . 2.23Ž . Ž .Ž .G n
«)0 n gN nGn0 0
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..By 2.17 , there exists 0 - l - 1 such that r w, f w F r w, f w qG G n
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . . Ž . Žr f w , f w F r w, f w q r f w , w F 1 q l ? r w,G n G n G n n G
Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .f w qr f w , f w . Hence, from 2.21 and 2.23 we get f w s w.n G n n n
3 < < 4EXAMPLE 2.2. The bounded set D s x g C: x y 2 - lies strictly2
 4  4inside the unbounded domain G s x g C: Re x ) 0 . If f , f g H ,n n G, D
Ž .  <is a sequence of biholomorphic maps of G onto f G s x g C: x yn
Ž . < 4 Ž . Ž . Ž2 q 1rn - 1 ; D defined by the formulae f x s 2n q 1 rn q x yn
. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 r x q 1 , n g N, and f x s 2 q x y 1 r x q 1 , then the maps f , fn
Ž . w 2have unique fixed points in G of the form w s 1 q 1r 2n q 2 q 2rnn
Ž 2 .x1r2 1r2 ‘Ž .q 1r 4n , n g N, w s 1 q 2 . Now, let us notice that f g H G .
But f is injective. Thus f is injective, and consequently, r is a metricG
Ž .see also Proposition 2.2 . All the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 are satis-
Ž . y1 <Ž .fied. The metric r is given by the formula r x, y s tanh x y yG G
Ž .y1 < Ž .x q y for x, y g G = G.
3. RANDOM ITERATIONS OF WEAKER CONTRACTIONS
IN UNIFORM SPACES
Let X be a uniform Hausdorff space with uniformity defined by a
 4saturated family d : a g A of pseudo-metrics d , a g A, uniformlya a
continuous on X 2. We say that a map f belongs to the family N if theX
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following properties are satisfied:
Ž .a f : X “ X.
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .b ; ; d f x , f y F d x, y .a g A x, y g X a a
Ž . Ž .c If d x, y G « for some a g A, x, y g X, and « ) 0, then therea
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .exists d - 1 such that d f x , f y F d ? d x, y .a a
Generally the maps f g N are not contractive. We showX
THEOREM 3.1. Let X be sequentially complete.
Ž .  4i If f is a sequence from N , F s f ( f ( ??? ( f , n g N, andn X n 1 2 n
’ ’ ; ; d u , F u F L , 3.1 4Ž . Ž .Ž .a n
ugX L)0 ngN agA
 Ž .4then there exists a point w g X such that the sequence F u con¤erges to w.n
Ž .ii If f g N andX
’ ’ ; ; d u , f w nx u F L , 3.2Ž . Ž . 4Ž .a
ugX L)0 ngN agA
w nx Ž .f s f ( f ( ??? ( f n-times , then f has a unique fixed point in X.
Ž .  4  Ž .4Proof. i Let f be a sequence from N . We observe that F u isn X n
a Cauchy sequence. In contradiction, we have
’ ’ ’ ’ d F u , F u G « .Ž . Ž .Ž .½ 5a m nk km , n ; m )n )s«)0  4agA s , s gN , s “‘ k k k k kk k k
Ž .Thus, in virtue of b ,
« F d F u , F u F d F u , F uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .a m n a m y1 n y1k k k k
F ??? F d u , F uŽ .Ž .a m ynk k
Ž . Ž .and, consequently, by c and 3.1 ,
«Fd F u , F u F d ? d F u , F uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .a m n a m y1 n y1k k k k
F ??? F d nk ? d u , F u F d nk LŽ .Ž .a m ynk k
for some d - 1, which is impossible.
Ž . Ž . Ž .  w nxŽ .4ii Indeed, by i and 3.2 , the sequence f u is a Cauchy se-
quence. Let
f w nx u “ w. 3.3Ž . Ž .
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We show that
f w nx u “ f w . 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž . w nxŽ .. Ž w ny1xŽ ..Indeed, from b we get d f w , f u F d w, f u for all a g Aa a
Ž . Ž .and limit 3.4 follows directly from 3.3 .
Ž .The final statement to prove is that f w s w and w is unique. It
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . w nxŽ .. Ž w nxŽ . .follows at once that d f w , w F d f w , f u q d f u , w fora a a
Ž . Ž .all a g A. Therefore, by 3.3 and 3.4 , w is a fixed point of f in X.
Ž . Ž .Suppose that f ¤ s ¤ and d ¤ , w / 0 for some a g A. In view ofa
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..properties b and c , it follows that d ¤ , w s d f ¤ , f w Fa a
Ž . Ž .d d ¤ , w - d ¤ , w for some d - 1, which is impossible. This impliesa a
¤ s w, as required.
THEOREM 3.2. Let Y be a locally con¤ex topological ¤ector Hausdorff
Ž . Žspace o¤er K K s C or R with calibration G i.e., with a collection G of
.continuous seminorms p on Y which induce the topology on Y and let G be a
subset of Y. Assume that the following properties are satisfied:
Ž .a f : G “ Y.
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .b ; ; p f x y f y F p x y y .pg G x, y g G
Ž . Ž .c If p x y y G « for some p g G, x, y g G, and « ) 0, then there
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .exists d - 1 such that p f x y f y F d ? p x y y .
Ž .Then the map F s I y f is a homeomorphism of G onto F G .
Ž .Proof. According to property b , we prove that
; ; p F x y F y F 2 ? p x y y . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
x , ygG pgG
Thus F is continuous on G.
Ž . Ž .From a and b it follows that F is 1-1. Indeed, because Y is
Hausdorff, therefore if x / y, x, y g G, then there exist p g G and d - 1
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Žsuch that p F x y F y G p x y y y p f x y f y G 1 y d p x y
. Ž . Ž .y ) 0 and, consequently, F x / F y .
y1 Ž . Ž .Assume that F is not continuous. Then there exists F y g F G
Ž . Ž .such that F x “ F y ; i.e., for each p g G and for each « ) 0, theren
exists n g N such that, for any n G n ,0 0
« ) p F x y F y G p x y y y p f x y f y ; 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n n
 4but lim x / y; i.e., there exist « ) 0, p g G, and x , such thatn“‘ n 0 0 nk
p x y y G « . 3.6Ž . Ž .0 n 0k
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Ž .Now, by c , there is d - 1 such that
p f x y f y F d ? p x y y . 3.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 n 0 nk k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. ŽConsequently, by 3.5 , 3.7 , and 3.6 , « ) p F x y F y G p x y0 n 0 nk k
. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y y d ? p x y y s 1 y d p x y y G 1 y d « , which is impossi-0 n 0 n 0k k
ble because « and d are fixed and « is arbitrary. Thus Fy1 is continuous0
Ž .on F G .
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